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Abstract Repertoire size, the number of unique song or
syllable types in the repertoire, is a widely used measure of
song complexity in birds, but it is difficult to calculate this
exactly in species with large repertoires. A new method of
repertoire size estimation applies species richness estimation procedures from community ecology, but such capture-recapture approaches have not been much tested.
Here, we establish standardized sampling schemes and
estimation procedures using capture-recapture models for
syllable repertoires from 18 bird species, and suggest how
these may be used to tackle problems of repertoire estimation. Different models, with different assumptions regarding the heterogeneity of the use of syllable types,
performed best for different species with different song
organizations. For most species, models assuming heterogeneous probability of occurrence of syllables (so-called
detection probability) were selected due to the presence of
both rare and frequent syllables. Capture-recapture estimates of syllable repertoire size from our small sample did
not differ significantly from previous estimates using
larger samples of count data. However, the enumeration of
syllables in 15 songs yielded significantly lower estimates
than previous reports. Hence, heterogeneity in detection
probability of syllables should be addressed when estimating repertoire size. This is neglected using simple
enumeration procedures, but is taken into account when
repertoire size is estimated by appropriate capture-recapture models adjusted for species-specific song organization
characteristics. We suggest that such approaches, in
combination with standardized sampling, should be applied in species with potentially large repertoire size. On
the other hand, in species with small repertoire size and
homogenous syllable usage, enumerations may be satisfactory. Although researchers often use repertoire size as a
measure of song complexity, listeners to songs are unlikely
to count entire repertoires and they may rely on other cues,
such as syllable detection probability.
Keywords Bird song · Capture-recapture approach ·
Detection probability · Repertoire size · Species richness

Introduction
Bird species differ enormously in the variety of their
songs, and diversity and versatility are key features of
singing in passerines (Catchpole and Slater 1995). However, the quantitative characterization of the extreme
variability of this temporal and structural vocal organization is a challenging task that makes comparisons
among individuals and species difficult (Krebs and
Kroodsma 1980; Kroodsma 1982). Repertoire size is a
widely used measure of song complexity. It describes the
number of unique vocal units, such as song or syllable
types, that individuals can possess (Kroodsma 1982; Gil
and Gahr 2002). A typical problem is that it is impossible
to measure repertoire size explicitly in birds with virtuoso
performance with large repertoires (e.g. Kroodsma and
Parker 1977). Hence, in such cases instead of simple

enumeration, repertoire size must usually be estimated
from a fraction of the whole repertoire (Catchpole and
Slater 1995; Garamszegi et al. 2002a).
Additional difficulties may arise when species and
even individuals differ in their singing styles. For instance, similar repertoire size may cover totally different
song composition and virtuosity in different birds. On the
other hand, the total amount of song material that two
birds produce may be remarkably similar, but dramatic
differences may be detected in repertoire size, because of
the specific organization of the song output.
It has been proposed that capture-recapture techniques
applied by population biologists to estimate species
richness may deal successfully with song data (Catchpole
and Slater 1995; Bell and Pledger 2002; Forstmeier and
Balsby 2002; Garamszegi et al. 2002a; 2002b; Bell et al.
2004). Such approaches are based on an analogy with
capture-recapture methods, because song or syllable types
can be regarded as the units of capture-recapture. Song or
syllable types have heterogeneous appearance in the
repertoire, which is similar to the varying detection
probability of species in an animal community or individuals in a population. However, the applicability of the
proposed models in different species with different song
organization has been little tested.
This paper describes a collaborative study to investigate the applicability of the suggested estimation procedure in 18 species with dissimilar song structure (Table 1). First, considering the structural organization of
bird song, we established reliable standards for unit definition and sampling. Second, based on these schemes, we
performed capture-recapture approaches to fit the estimation procedures with species-specific song organization, and estimated syllable repertoire size. Third, we
compared our estimates with previously reported data that
were obtained by simple enumeration applied in a lessstandardized manner.

Sampling avian repertoires: units, sampling schemes
and song organization
Sampling of bird song involves the definition of units and
the selection of the songs on which the estimation will be
based. These procedures require several steps that may
render the prospective estimation sampling dependent.
Hence, these potential problems should always be considered before performing any estimation. In Table 2, and
in the following discussion, we summarize the most important, but frequently overlooked, problems that should
be taken into account when defining units and sampling
schemes for the estimation of song repertoires.
Estimation of repertoire size necessitates the definition
of a biologically relevant unit (e.g. song types or syllable
types as defined below) for which the expected abundance
is desired. The chosen unit should represent a functional
unit that is a target of selection, such as female choice,
rather than an artificial fraction of the repertoire that is
just easy to work with (Horn and Falls 1996; Horning et
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Table 1 Summary statistics for the song data used, singing style
(Cont continuous, DiscontEV discontinuous with eventual and
DiscontIMM immediate variety) and previously reported individual
syllable repertoire size in 18 bird species. Song recordings for this
study were available from previous studies. We only used songs of
unmanipulated males recorded in natural conditions. If the song of
a particular species consists of two types of song (e.g. Junco hyemalis, Hirundo rustica, Phylloscopus fuscatus), types that are hy-

pothesized to function in mate attraction were considered. All
recordings were subject to spectrographic analysis. References next
to the species’ name are for the conditions of song recordings.
References next to different values are the sources of the particular
data. A total of 2,429 syllable sequences (songs) originating from
171 individuals of 18 species were analyzed. On average we used
14.209 (SE=0.188) songs per male for each species

Species

No. individuals
sampled

No. songs analyzed per
individual (mean€SE)

Singing style

Previously reported
syllable repertoire size

Acrocephalus palustris1
Dendroica pensylvanica2–3
Emberiza citrinella4
Emberiza schoeniclus5
Ficedula albicollis6
Ficedula hypoleuca7
Fringilla coelebs8–9
Hirundo rustica10–12
Junco hyemalis13–14
Parus caeruleus15
Parus major16
Phylloscopus fuscatus17–18
Phylloscopus trochilus19–21
Serinus canaria22
Sturnus vulgaris23
Sylvia communis24–25
Turdus iliacus26–27
Turdus merula28

10
8
10
12
10
10
10
16
11
10
10
10
10
8
6
11
5
4

15€0
15€0
15€0
15€0
15€0
15€0
15€0
7.8€0.9
15€0
15€0
15€0
15€0
15€0
15€0
15€0
15€0
11€1
15€0

Cont
DiscontEV
DiscontEV
DiscontEV
DiscontIMM
DiscontIMM
DiscontEV
DiscontEV
DiscontEV
DiscontEV
DiscontEV
DiscontIMM
DiscontIMM
DiscontIMM
DiscontIMM
DiscontIMM
DiscontIMM
DiscontIMM

143.61
16.13
4.14
3029
31.430
277
not available
19.810
2.413–14
9.631
7.932
18.617
29.721
6922
39.933
61625
not available
not available

1) Bell et al. (2004); 2) Byers (1995); 3) Byers (1996); 4) Hansen (1984); 5) Nemeth (1996); 6) Garamszegi et al (2004); 7) Lampe and
Espmark (1994); 8) Riebel and Slater (1999); 9) Riebel and Slater (2000); 10) Galeotti et al. (1997); 11) Galeotti et al. (2001); 12) Saino et
al. (1997); 13) Titus (1998); 14) Titus et al. (1997); 15) Gorissen et al. (2002); 16) Van Duyse et al. (2002); 17) Forstmeier and Balsby
(2002); 18) Forstmeier et al. (2002); 19) Gil et al. (2001) 20) Gil and Slater (2000a); 21) Gil and Slater (2000b); 22) Leitner et al. (2001);
23) Eens et al. (1991); 24) Balsby (2000); 25) Balsby and Dabelsteen (2001); 26) Espmark et al. (1989); 27) Lampe and Espmark (1987);
28) Draganoiu and L. Nagle, unpublished data; 29) E. Nemeth, unpublished PhD thesis; 30) Garamszegi et al. (2002a); 31) L. Gorissen,
unpublished data; 32) E. Van Duyse, unpublished data; 33) Eens (1997)
Table 2 Potential issues to
consider when defining sampling units and sampling
schemes for the estimation of
repertoire size. See text for details

Unit definition

Sampling

Biological relevance
Reliability (inter observer repeatability)
Biological question
Song organization in terms of structural assemblage

Biological relevance
Context
Biological question
Condition of recordings
Selection of good quality recordings of songs
Song organization in terms of singing style
Consecutiveness versus randomness
Number of songs analyzed

al. 1996; Searcy et al. 1999). If the unit of interest is
wrongly defined, the estimation of “repertoire size” will
not necessarily be a functionally important measure.
Unfortunately, fundamental units remain to be identified
in the majority of species (Searcy et al. 1999).
The unit of interest can be identified by visual inspection of sonagrams in which the units receive unique
codes (Fig. 1). However, this classification involves some
subjectivity, as it is based on certain criteria defined by
the observer. Thus, the reliability of categorization should
be tested by calculating inter-observer repeatability and
reliability of scoring sonagrams by eye (Jones et al. 2001).
The appropriate unit should also be chosen from the
recorded song according to the species and biological
questions at hand, and further sampling schemes should
be adjusted. Species-specific song organization will de-

termine the definition of the basic unit and the subsequent
sampling protocol, thus finally the meaning of repertoire
size. Bird song provides a natural arrangement of different sets of units that are grouped at different organization
levels (Fig. 1).
The top-down organization of songs from the raw
recording to the simplest elements may usually be apparent from observations, and the reliable unit should be
selected on this basis (Fig. 1). Song performance may
show structural patterns as determined by the temporal
organization at particular time scales. To take a hypothetical example, the song performance may consist of
some second-long songs separated by some second-long
inter-song intervals, but more complex organization may
also occur—e.g. if songs are arranged in bouts or choruses. Further, songs may contain some millisecond-long
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Fig. 1 Natural sampling schemes in the song of birds. Notes, figures, syllables, motifs etc. (A–E) as syllables are organized differently into higher level(s) of the song, which are the groups of
elements separated by silent intervals. Phrases, strophes, sequences
and songs can represent the next level of building blocks (a–e), but

beyond this, further organization may occur (from bouts to complete dawn chorus (a–)). In this study we focus on syllables that
are sampled across songs. Syllable types can be categorized by
sonagram analysis, for which examples are given on the right

subunits that are interrupted by some millisecond-long
intervals. It is possible that on a smaller time-scale, these
subunits can be divided into even smaller units of organization. This specific organization of songs provides us
with natural sampling units that can all be the potential
subjects of interest.
The subsequent repertoire size estimation will refer to
the chosen sampling scheme, in which sampling units are
the vocal units of interest, whereas sampling occasions are
the higher organization levels along which the basic units
are sampled. For example, song type repertoire size estimation corresponds to the number of unique song types
(units) sampled across different recordings or song bouts
(sampling occasions), while syllable repertoire size refers
to the number of syllable types (units) across songs (sampling occasions). For simplicity, hereafter we will consider
the ideal sampling as being for syllable repertoire size. We
will use the term “repertoire size” for the number of unique
syllable types in the whole recording or repertoire.
After defining units and sampling occasions, the next
step is to select songs for further analysis that should be
carefully adjusted for several factors (Table 2). Repertoire
size may change with context, season, and age for instance. If all songs come from a specific period of the
breeding season, then the resulting repertoire size estimate will pertain to this period, whereas songs collected
over different behavioral states of the breeding and nonbreeding seasons would yield inference about the bird’s
entire repertoire. Similarly, the specific activity of the
bird during recording of the songs is important. In some
cases, the recordings may be standardized in the sense
that they come from a bird engaged in a specific activity
(e.g., sampling units might be a series of six consecutive
songs), or they may be collected in various conditions and
over various activities (e.g., three songs recorded in ter-

ritorial fights and four songs recorded during the dawn
chorus). In addition, interest may focus not on an individual but on a group of individuals, for example of a
particular population or species. In such cases, a song
recorded from each of several individuals sampled from
the group of interest would be an appropriate sampling
unit. Other questions can be envisioned, and sampling
schemes can be tailored to address them.
Songs for further analysis can be selected consecutively
or randomly from a larger sample. Using consecutive
songs may avoid heterogeneity caused by differences in
the condition of recording. An additional advantage of this
sampling is that some biological importance can be assigned to consecutive songs because, in nature, listeners
are probably exposed to samples of consecutive songs.
However, arguments about the biological relevance of a
particular sampling method should be interpreted with
care, because the sampling window of the intended receivers is unknown in most cases. The use of consecutive
songs would at least yield more natural sampling than
using random samples. Sometimes, the observer may
prefer high quality songs with minimal background noise,
which may help in the spectrogram analysis (e.g. Galeotti
et al. 1997). However, this approach does not necessarily
take all songs in their original order, so repertoire size
estimation tends to involve more or less random sampling.
When the purpose is to characterize differences among
individuals in syllable repertoire size in repetitive singers,
it may be uninformative to base comparisons of repertoires
on consecutive songs only. Random samples, or sampling
schemes based on other organization units, such as song
types, may be useful in such cases.
The appropriate number of songs analyzed may vary
from species to species. In general, the sample size should
be met with the assumption that singers produce a vocal
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versatility over the chosen sampling window that holds
reliable information concerning the entire repertoire.
Unfortunately, technological constraints, time and other
limiting factors may often lead to a restricted number of
available songs. The accurate sample size may be important, because in virtuoso species the more songs analyzed, the more syllable types one can detect, and thus
any repertoire size estimation will be dependent on the
number of songs sampled. This dependence may be especially important when relying on simple syllable
counts. In this case, a particular aim of a study may be to
compare individuals along a standard sampling design,
for example based on 15 songs (this study) or 30-min
recordings (e.g. Hiebert et al. 1989). Using reliable estimators for repertoire size, the effect of sample size on
repertoire size may be less pronounced, however. Our
study aims to achieve this by using capture-recapture
approaches (see below).
In this study, we defined syllables on the spectrograms
that are simple figures (or groups of figures) separated by
noticeable time intervals (see also Fig. 1). With this
definition, we intended to assign the smallest recognizable element in the sonagram that probably plays a
functionally important role. As the biological relevance of
syllables remains to be verified, we can at least infer that
if syllable-like structures (so-called figures, notes or elements) can be recognized in many species, then they
should have a biological function. Throughout the study
we assumed that syllable categorization can be done with
satisfactory reliability, which is probably the case in the
majority of species as indicated by the high inter-observer
repeatability of sonagram screening (e.g. Balsby and
Dabelsteen 2001; Garamszegi et al. 2003).
We defined continuous vocalizations containing no
longer than 1-s interruptions as songs. Hence, according
to our definitions, syllables were the units of interest,
which were sampled across songs, as sampling occasions.
In each species, the proper application of these definitions
was always verified by independent observers, and, if it
was necessary, we redefined syllables or songs until
reaching some agreed standard. Because the marsh warbler, Acrocephalus palustris, sings uninterruptedly, we
could not define songs according to the above definition.
For this species we adopted an alternative sampling approach that uses 6-s-long vocal units as sampling occasions of syllables (Bell et al. 2004).
To get comparable estimates, we attempted to apply
the same sampling protocol for each species. Hence, the
differences we expected to find should be due to differences in song organization and song complexity and not
due to differences in sampling. Based on data availability,
with the exception of two species (see Table 1), we used
15 consecutive songs per male. However, the assumption
that this sampling window is representative of the whole
repertoire may not be true in certain species or in certain
contexts (see below). We are aware that more samples
would be needed in some species for particular purposes.
In repetitive singers, the use of 15 consecutive songs may
not be sufficient to reflect full species-specific song or-

ganization. A small sample may contain only few syllable
types with little variation, resulting in the underestimation
of true syllable repertoire size independent of the estimation approach used.

Estimating avian repertoires from sequences
of sampling occasions
Based on the established sampling design, we estimated
syllable repertoire size by using capture-recapture approaches (Otis et al. 1978), based on models developed
for closed populations. Because we investigated songs
over a relatively short time window, we viewed repertoire
size as fixed and the “population” of syllables as closed.
However, some questions about bird song might involve
longer time scales requiring open population models. For
example, studies of song over time in young birds could
be used to investigate learning, in which syllables are
added to (or lost from) the repertoire. Robust design approaches could be used to deal with such open modeling
(e.g. Pollock et al. 1990; Williams et al. 2002). We also
note that other models that are able to handle presenceabsence data and estimate the diversity of biological units
can be envisioned for similar purposes. For instance
Markov models that conduct comparisons of long repetitive sequences, such as nucleotide sequences (Rocha et
al. 1999a, 1999b), might be useful for repertoire sequences. Any approach used for estimation will apply the
assumption that the preceding unit definition and sampling was done in an unambiguous manner.
With capture-recapture models, the main objective is
the estimation of abundance N, but appropriate modeling
of pij, the probability of detection of the sampling unit i in
sample j, is required to provide an accurate estimate of N
(with low variance and low bias). Here, we are interested
in estimating repertoire size (N) based on the appearance
of syllables as sampling units (i) sampled across songs (j)
as sampling occasions. Heterogeneous detection probability of syllables (p) refers to the phenomenon that some
syllables are sung rarely and others are sung frequently.
Otis et al. (1978) proposed a framework of eight models
for pij, which differ in their assumptions regarding the
sources of variation in detection probability (Table 3).
Detection probability of syllables may be different for
different syllables (called “heterogeneity”, h), but it may
also vary between songs (called “time effect”, t), and/or it
may depend on whether a particular syllable has or has
not been sung previously (“behavior” effect, b). In the
following paragraphs and in Table 3 we review the assumptions of these models as adapted for song repertoires.
The simplest model, M(0), assumes p is constant, unaffected by heterogeneity, time or behavior (Otis et al.
1978). In the repertoire context, it assumes that different
syllable types are equally likely to be sung in every song,
and thus have the same probability of being detected on
every sampling occasion. This estimator is not robust to
any type of variability in detection probabilities; in particular there is negative bias when detection probability
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Table 3 Notation, predictions and estimates of different capturerecapture models together with their implications for avian repertoire sizes. For simplicity, descriptions are based on a hypothetical

sampling scheme, in which the units of interest are syllables that are
sampled across songs as sampling occasions (see text for more
details)

Model and the
corresponding
estimator available in CAPTURE

Predictions for syllable repertoires of birds

Source of variation
in detection probability

Estimated parameters in CAPTURE

M(0) – “Null”

Simple songs with homogeneous structure

No variation

M(t) – “Darroch”

Minor importance for songs in general, but
may be sensitive to variable song length
Specific repetitions and switching techniques
may meet the assumptions (see text)

Variation among songs

N: individual syllable repertoire size
p: constant detection probability of syllables
N: individual syllable repertoire size
pj: detection probability of syllables for each song
N: individual syllable repertoire size
p: constant detection probability of undetected
syllables
c: constant detection probability of alreadydetected syllables
N: individual syllable repertoire size
p: averaged detection probability of syllables
N: individual syllable repertoire size
pj: detection probability of undetected syllables for
each song
q=(logpjcj)-1 where cj: detection probability of detected syllables for each song
N: individual syllable repertoire size
No specific estimates of detection probability is
available in CAPTURE

M(b) – “Zippin”

M(h) – “Jackknife”
M(tb) – “Burnham”

M(bh) – “Removal”

M(th) – “Chao”
M(tbh) – no
estimator available
in CAPTURE

Variation due to pre-capture
history of syllables

High importance for songs, allows heterogeneous detection probability of syllables
Minor importance for songs in general, the
combination of predictions of models M(b)
and M(t) is expected

Variation among syllables

Songs with specific repetitions (see model
M(b)) and with variable detection probability
of syllables; may be useful when syllable
repertoire size depicts a cumulative curve
with increasing sample size
May be sensitive to variable song length;
specific sampling schemes (e.g. across
individuals) may result in good data fit
Difficult to predict

Variation among syllables
and due to their pre-capture
history

Variation among songs and
due to pre-capture history of
syllables

Variation among songs and
syllables
Variation among songs and
syllables and due to precapture history of syllables

varies among syllables. The assumptions of this model
may be met in songs of species having simple songs with
syllables of equal importance. However, birds that have
both rare and common syllables, which is usually the
case, may violate the assumption of homogeneity.
Model M(t) permits detection probability to vary between songs as sampling occasions, but all syllables have
the same detection probability within songs (Darroch
1958; Otis et al. 1978). This model has a different capture
probability pj for each sample j. Hence, this model estimates repertoire size (N) and pj detection probabilities for
j=1...K songs. It is difficult to regard this model as
playing an important role in estimating repertoire size of
bird song, because it would require songs with variable
structure that result in detection probability varying across
songs, but with the detection probability remaining homogenous among syllables. However, species with varying song length that inherently involves varying syllable
detection probability may represent exceptions.
A similar model of somewhat restricted usefulness is
M(b), which involves the possibility of behavioral responses of the units of interest (Otis et al. 1978; Colwell
and Coddington 1994; Cam et al. 2002). This model arose
in animal abundance studies, where all unmarked animals
have the same probability of capture on any given trapping occasion, but all marked animals have another
probability of capture. In other words, animals might
move from a constant probability p for first capture to a
new constant probability c for recapture; c<p indicates
trap shyness, and c>p shows trap addiction. This model

N: individual syllable repertoire size
pj: averaged detection probability of syllables
for each song
No specific estimates of individual syllable repertoire size and detection probability is available in
CAPTURE

does not allow for heterogeneity among animals or among
samples. In a repertoire analysis, the three parameters in
M(b) are N= repertoire size, p= probability of detecting a
previously unobserved syllable in a song (“capturing an
unmarked animal”), and c= probability of detecting a
previously-detected syllable. There are at least two
plausible effects that may cause some songs to require a
model including a behavior effect [see also models M(tb),
M(bh), M(tbh) below]. The first is associated with the
observer’s influence on analyzing sonagrams, because the
ability to identify a syllable as a new or existing category
may be determined by previous experience. This will be a
problem only in species with large repertoires when the
catalogue system becomes complicated. The second, biologically more important source of heterogeneity due to
behavioral effects may be caused by repetitions and
specific song switching styles. When a bird switches to a
new syllable type that is repeated several times before
switching to another, detection probability will increase
for this new syllable.
Heterogeneity in detection probabilities of syllables is
a general phenomenon in birds, because apparently certain syllables are more commonly used than others
(Garamszegi et al. 2002a; Bell et al. 2004). These conditions meet the assumption of the model M(h) of Otis et
al. (1978) that permits such heterogeneity of detection
probabilities among syllables, but assumes that there is no
other variation, e.g. among the different songs. We
demonstrated the use of this model by using the associated jackknife estimator of Burnham and Overton (1978,
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1979) to estimate N in the collared flycatcher, Ficedula
albicollis, and in the marsh warbler, (Garamszegi et al.
2002a; Bell et al. 2004).
The other four models of Otis et al. (1978), M(tb),
M(th), M(bh) and M(tbh) contain combinations of the t, b
and h effects. These are used if two or more of the effects
occur simultaneously. When time and behavioral patterns
are present in the data, model M(tb) may prove useful
(Otis et al. 1978). This model has two sequences of
capture probabilities over successive songs, pj for a first
detection and cj for a redetection (j=1...K songs). cj is a
function of initial capture probability, with the relationship given by cj=pj1/q. Parameters estimated are repertoire
size, N, initial detection probabilities pi and q. This model
would be used if there were a combination of specific
switching techniques of syllables together with different
song structures requiring a time effect. However, this
model also assumes all syllables follow the same detection probabilities, a sequence of p1, p2, etc. for the early
samples up until first capture, followed by a switch to the
cj series. Since the model fails to allow for heterogeneity
among syllables (h), it is unlikely to be of general importance.
In general, the assumption of equal detection probability among syllables in models M(0), M(t), M(b) and
M(tb) will presumably restrict their applicability for song
complexity. This assumption is relaxed in models that
involve the heterogeneous appearance of syllables in the
repertoire. Model M(th) is the approximate probability
model when the variation in detection probability is associated with individual syllables and also with different
samplings, such as songs (Otis et al. 1978; Chao et al.
1992). This model can estimate the repertoire size, N, and
the average detection probability in each song pj. Model
M(th) may prove useful where different songs have specific functions, for example one type is for territory defense and another for mate attraction, and we use the
mixture of these songs for repertoire size estimation. In
this case, it might be expected that some syllables are
sung more frequently in one context, but rarely in the
other one. Changeable song length may result in heterogeneous syllable detection probability between songs.
Model M(bh) assumes that detection probability is
subject to individual variation and to behavioral response
(Otis et al. 1978; Pollock and Otto 1983; Norris and
Pollock 1995, 1996). Parameters estimated are the
repertoire size and the average detection probabilities for
previously unobserved syllables in each song. These averages are expected to vary among songs because previously unobserved syllables have declining detection
probabilities as the number of occasions increases (the
syllables with high detection probabilities are observed
early in the sampling). Specific repetition patterns in the
data may lead to samples fitting the assumptions of model
M(bh). This model may be used in cases where available
data are in the form of syllable accumulation curves depicting the number of new syllables, as the sample size
increases. The estimators for this model permit estimation
for this abbreviated form of syllable data and have been

recommended for use with the analogous problem of
species richness estimation based on the accumulation of
previously unrecorded species (Nichols and Conroy 1996;
Cam et al. 2002). Ideally when estimating repertoire size,
a plot of the number of new syllables found against the
number of songs analyzed forms an accumulation curve
(Wildenthal 1965; Catchpole and Slater 1995). The accumulation curve approaches an asymptote at N, where
only the less common syllables are being newly found, as
the more common elements will have been found earlier.
In species with large repertoires it is predictable that by
analyzing 15–50 songs only, one can be still far away the
asymptote, i.e. from the real number of syllables known
by the individual. This kind of situation will require use of
estimators based on model M(bh) rather than visual inspections of accumulation curves.
For conceptual purposes it is important to mention the
model M(tbh), which allows detection probabilities to
vary by behavioral response, sampling occasion and individual syllable. This estimator is not available in the
most frequently used statistical software (CAPTURE,
Rexstad and Burnham 1991) that we used as well, thus no
parameter estimates are available under this model. Including all three factors that may affect detection probabilities in one model precludes the model from having any
practical use in the estimation of repertoire size. If the
experimenter is led to regard the model M(tbh) to be
required for a given data set, Otis et al. (1978) suggest
reevaluation of the experiment to obtain useful statistical
information concerning the parameters of interest that can
be estimated by previous models. For songs it would
mean the revision and modification of the sampling
scheme. New estimators have been developed for this
model but have seen little use (Lee and Chao 1994;
Pledger 2000).
The availability of diverse models requires an objective approach to model selection for the data set at hand.
For this purpose Otis et al. (1978) describe an algorithm
using a discriminant function analysis built with simulated data, which is based on test statistics from betweenmodel tests and goodness-of-fit tests. After selecting the
most appropriate model, it is possible to obtain estimates
for this model.

Model selection, detection probability
and song organization
We analyzed individual syllable sequences by the software CAPTURE (Rexstad and Burnham 1991) that offers
a model selection algorithm for the eight closed population models (Otis et al. 1978) and under various models,
computes estimates of abundance and detection probabilities of sampling units together with the associated
standard errors. The results of the model selection and
repertoire size estimations for all species involved are
summarized in Table 4. Our aim in this study was to
investigate how capture-recapture approaches deal with
song data in different species with varying song organi-
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Table 4 Means (€SE) of enumerations and estimations of individual repertoire sizes and detection probability of syllables based
on 15 consecutive songs in 18 passerine species. Estimated and
enumerated repertoire sizes were compared with previously reported values (see Table 1). Estimated repertoire size is from the
model offering the highest data fit in each male. Syllable repertoire
size estimations could not be obtained for individuals for which
model M(tbh) has been selected. The mean of the estimated syllable

repertoire size was calculated by using individuals only, for which
estimations were available based on another best model. In the
chaffinch Fringilla coelebs, model M(tbh) has been selected
globally, the estimations in the table rely on individuals, for which
model M(h) was the best model. Due to different sample sizes,
estimated repertoire size may be smaller than the enumerated.
When more than one model is given, these models have been selected with equal frequency within the species

Enumerated syllable
repertoire size

Model
selected

Estimated
syllable
detection
probability

Estimated
Syllable
repertoire size

Reported vs.
Enumerated

Reported vs.
Estimated

113.6€6.8

M(t)

0.09€0.04

241.1€45.0

5.5€0.7

M(0)

1.00€0.00

5.4€0.8

4.4€0.2

M(0)

0.57€0.05

4.5€0.2

6.6€0.5

M(bh)

0.84€0.09

6.3€0.6

Ficedula albicollis

30.4€2.5

M(h)

0.17€0.02

42.2€6.5

Ficedula hypoleuca

25.2€3.4

M(h)

0.22€0.05

29.8€6.5

t9= 4.4
p<0.01
t7= 16.2
p<0.01
t9=1.8
p=0.10
t11= 43.1
p<0.01
t9= 0.4
p=0.69
t9= 0.5
p=0.61

t9=2.2
p=0.06
t6= 14.2
p<0.01
t7=2.1
p=0.07
t9= 38.50
p=<0.01
t8=1.6
p=0.14
t7=0.4
p=0.69

Fringilla coelebs
Hirundo rustica

19.4€2.0
19.7€0.4

M(tbh) (M(h))
M(0)

0.53€0.10
0.77€0.04

17.8€3.6
20.2€0.6

Junco hyemalisa

1.2€0.1

M(0)

1.00€0.00

1.2€0.1

Parus caeruleusa

3.4€0.4

M(0)

0.89€0.07

3.4€0.4

3.4€0.4

M(0)

0.79€0.09

3.4€0.4

Phylloscopus fuscatus

12.0€0.8

M(0)

0.09€0.02

25.3€9.3

Phylloscopus trochilus

28.1€1.3

M(h)

0.24€0.02

35.1€2.9

Serinus canaria

63.3€2.0

M(tb)

0.23€0.03

70.7€3.8

Sturnus vulgaris

41.0€5.7

M(t) M(th)

0.29€0.03

43.7€6.7

Sylvia communis

58.7€6.8

M(h)

0.11€0.02

118.5€21.8

t15= 0.3
p=0.75
t10= 9.6
p<0.01
t9= 15.5
p<0.01
t9= 10.2
p<0.01
t9= 8.4
p<0.01
t9= 1.2
p=0.27
t7= 2.2
p=0.02
t5=0.2
p=0.86
t10= 81.4
p<0.01

t11=0.7
p=0.52
t10= 9.6
p<0.01
t9= 15.5
p<0.01
t9= 10.2
p<0.01
t9=0.72
p=0.49
t7=1.9
p=0.10
t7=0.4
p=0.68
t5=0.6
p=0.60
t9= 22.8
p<0.01

M(h) M(t)
M(h) M(0)

0.08€0.04
0.07€0.02

685.2€501.8
107.8€26.2

Species

Acrocephalus palustris
Dendroica pensylvanica
Emberiza citrinellaa
Emberiza schoeniclus

Parus major

a

Turdus iliacus
Turdus merula
a

a

a

100.6€28.0
57.5€11.9

Species with small syllable repertoire size in which capture-recapture estimates should be used with caution (see text for details)

zation and potential repertoire size, thus we performed
model selection and estimation procedures for each species involved. We note, however, that capture-recapture
models were developed for large population sizes (Otis et
al. 1978; Nichols and Conroy 1996), i.e. repertoire sizes
in our context, thus any computation in species with small
repertoire size should be handled with caution and make
the estimation of repertoire size and detection probabilities conservative. Means and standard errors are given
below in the main text and in the figures, whereas in the
statistical analyses syllable repertoire sizes were log10transformed, but detection probability was arcsine-squareroot transformed.
Model selection may be a function of sampling but can
also be influenced by biological characteristics. Since
birds with elaborate songs usually have common and rare
syllables in their repertoire, we predicted that syllable
heterogeneity should be the most common source of

variation in detection probability, thus models assuming
this variability (M(h), M(th), M(bh), M(tbh)) should be
the most useful models for estimating syllable repertoire
size and related parameters. In our sample of eighteen
species, no model was selected clearly more often than
any other of the seven alternative models. The most frequent models selected were M(0) and M(h) (selection
probabilities: 35% and 25% respectively). Models including heterogeneity in the detection probability among
individual syllables (M(h); M(bh); M(th); M(tbh)) accounted for 54% of the selected models. The overall
proportion of goodness-of-fit tests of model M(h) with Pvalues >0.05 was 71%. The proportion of individual series of syllable sequences for which M(h) was selected
varied among species (c2=68.9, df=17, P<0.01).
We expected that model selection would be a speciesspecific attribute, because it should be sensitive to specific song organization patterns. Therefore, we predicted
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Fig. 2 Correspondence analysis of eighteen bird species along the
capture-recapture model selection results based on their song
structure. Numbers are for species: 1: Acrocephalus palustris; 2:
Dendroica pensylvanica; 3: Emberiza citrinella; 4: Emberiza
schoeniclus; 5: Ficedula albicollis; 6: Ficedula hypoleuca; 7:
Fringilla coelebs; 8: Hirundo rustica; 9: Junco hyemalis; 10: Parus
caeruleus; 11: Parus major; 12: Phylloscopus fuscatus; 13: Phylloscopus trochilus; 14: Serinus canaria; 15: Sturnus vulgaris; 16:
Sylvia communis; 17: Turdus iliacus; 18: Turdus merula. See text
for explanations

that in different species different capture-recapture models will offer the best fit with the data depending on song
organization. In accordance with this prediction, we found
that the observed selection probabilities differed significantly from expectations based on random choice
(c2=282.1, df=119,164, P<0.01).
We arranged species based on the associated model
selection results for individuals along the eight CAPTURE models in a two-dimensional space by applying a
correspondence analysis (Fig. 2). In general, the correspondence analysis describes the relationships between
two nominal variables in a correspondence table in a lowdimensional space, where the distances between category
points in a plot reflect the relationships between categories of the same or of different variables (Greenacre
1993). In particular, the correspondence analysis represents species and CAPTURE models as occurring in a
postulated ordination space, where the distance between a
particular species and a particular model reflects how the
given model fits the song structure of the given species.
This analysis revealed that species could be well separated based on the model selection results (Fig. 2).
To seek a relationship between model selection and
species-specific song organization, we tested whether
model selection results are associated with the major
singing styles that have been described in birds, and are

related to the temporal arrangement of songs (Hartshorne
1956, 1973; Kroodsma 1982). Continuous (i.e. warbling)
singers emit long vocal sequences without interruptions,
so that the raw recording may merely consist of syllables
without being split into songs (ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR...). On the other hand, discontinuous
singers present their songs with silent inter-song intervals.
Discontinuous singers may sing with immediate or
eventual variety. Birds singing with eventual variety repeat the same within-song vocal pattern before switching
to another song type (eventual variety with repetitive
syllables: AAA AAA AAA BBB BBB BBB; eventual
variety with multiple syllables/song: ABC ABC ABC
DEF DEF DEF). Birds of species that sing a vocal sequence once and then immediately switch to the next are
known as singers of immediate variety (immediate variety
with repetitive syllables: AAA BBB CCC DDD EEE
FFF; immediate variety with multiple syllables/song:
ABC DEF HIJ KLM MNO PQR). We predicted that for
birds having similar song organization, model selection
statistics will give similar results.
The separation of species according to the model selection results, as revealed by their position in Fig. 2, may
represent species-specific patterns of song organization.
Relying on singing style categories of birds (Table 1), we
found significant differences in C1 correspondence axis
among birds singing continuously, discontinuously and
with eventual variety, and discontinuously and with immediate variety (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA: C1 axis,
c2=7.7, df=2, P=0.02, Fig. 3a; C2 axis, c2=2.1, df=2,
P=0.35). A comparison of species for which models M(0)
and M(h) had been selected showed significant differences in their singing styles (c2=9.4, df=1,10, P<0.01; the
European blackbird, Turdus merula, was excluded from
this test, because in our small sample, both models M(0)
and M(h) have been selected with equally high probability, see Table 4 and Fig. 2). Hence, for birds singing
with eventual variety model M(0) has been selected with
high probability for our samples. For singers of immediate variety model M(h) and models including “time” effects (M(tb), M(th), M(t)) performed better. Additionally,
model selection results showed some intraspecific variation among individuals as well. Hence, when combined
with adequate sampling, the model selection algorithm
may be sensitive to individual- or species-specific song
organization patterns.
For each individual we obtained estimates for syllable
repertoire size and detection probability by using the
model that, based on the selection routine, offers the best
fit to its song. Under the best model, average detection
probabilities of syllables ranged from 0.009 to 1.000
(Mean€SE=0.45€0.03). Detection probability was significantly repeatable across individuals within species
(F17,133=48.6, P<0.01, R=0.87, based on Lessells and
Boag 1987). Therefore we calculated mean syllable detection probabilities for each species assuming that this is
a species-specific attribute. This detection probability was
also related to the mode of singing, as species singing
with eventual variety had larger average detection prob-
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Fig. 3 a Model selection results and singing styles of birds. b
Detection probability of syllables and singing styles in birds.
Singing styles: Cont continuous singers, DiscEV discontinuous
singers with eventual variety, DiscIMM discontinuous singers with
immediate variety (see Table 1). C1 correspondence axis is from
Fig. 2 representing the outcome of model selection. Sample sizes
(numbers) and standard errors (bars) are given

ability for their syllables than species singing with immediate variety (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA: c2=12.9, df=2,
P<0.01; Fig. 3b).
Species with small repertoires probably have equal
detection probabilities for their syllables, which have the
same chance of being sung in every song. Small repertoire
size thus leads to simpler estimators, and for these birds
the model M(0) was frequently selected (Table 4). Homogeneous detection probability of syllables may be
observed if (1) males sing a large proportion of their
entire repertoire in a single song (e.g. chestnut-sided
warbler Dendroica pensylvanica, barn swallow Hirundo
rustica); or (2) males repeat the same fixed simple sequence for a couple of songs then they switch to another
sequence (e.g. yellowhammer Emberiza citrinella, great

tit Parus major, blue tit P. caeruleus). Dark-eyed junco
(Junco hyemalis) males usually have a single syllable,
thus the song performance may be regarded as the combination of both. The dusky warbler Phylloscopus fuscatus has a relatively large repertoire, and birds tend to
“repeat” one syllable type for one song and immediately
switch to another for the next song resulting in the low
average detection probability of syllables. Within the
M(0) species, birds singing a large amount of the repertoire in a particular song are expected to have higher
detection probabilities (e.g. chestnut-sided warblers: 1.00,
barn swallows: 0.77) than repetitive singers (e.g. yellowhammer: 0.57, dusky warbler: 0.09). Note that by
using 15 consecutive songs for the tit species, song type
switches were often missed, thus the resulting samples
had the same syllable sequences causing relatively high
detection probability (great tit: 0.89, blue tit: 0.79). In
addition to the inappropriate sampling, some caution is
needed when interpreting these results, because it has
been suggested that capture-recapture approaches do not
perform well when species abundance (or syllable
repertoire size in our case) is small (Otis et al. 1978).
The collared and pied flycatcher Ficedula hypoleuca,
the willow warbler Phylloscopus trochilus and the whitethroat Sylvia communis were found to be typical M(h)
species [for the European blackbird only four individuals
were analyzed for which both models M(0) and M(h)
showed high selection statistics]. These species tended to
have larger syllable repertoires, and apparently they organize their songs with heterogeneous probabilities of syllable use. There appear to be some syllable types that are
more frequently sung than others. These syllables may
have different functions. Common syllables might be used
in fixed sequences, such as introductory or terminal motifs,
while rare syllables might result, for example, from improvisation. However, probably the most important source
of heterogeneity in detection probability of syllables is that
the cost associated with the production of different syllables may vary. Costly syllables are expected to become
reliable signals of male quality, thus favored by sexual
selection.
In the reed bunting Emberiza schoeniclus, which has a
repetitive song performance, model M(bh) was the most
frequently selected model, suggesting that a “behavioral”
-effect may be prominently present in its song. Using
model M(b), which also provided a relatively good fit to
the data, the detection probability p of previously unobserved syllables was lower than the detection probability c
of previously detected syllables. This result suggests a
“trap-happy” behavioral response, in which once a syllable type is sung in a song the probability of it being sung
in the next song is higher. In the reed bunting fixed introductory sequences can be found at the beginning of the
song, while the end is rather variable (Nemeth 1996). The
heterogeneous detection probability of syllables, in combination with the specific repetition of the terminal elements over a couple of songs, may be why it best fits
model M(bh).
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For some species, members of the “t”-model family
(M(t), M(tb), M(th) tended to be selected, implying that the
detection probability of syllables is different in different
songs (marsh warbler, canary Serinus canaria, European
starling Sturnus vulgaris, redwing Turdus iliacus). This
pattern might occur because song performance is variable.
The inspection of syllable sequences allows us to conclude
in these species that song length in terms of the number of
syllables sung is changeable, which might cause the detection probability to vary across songs. In longer songs
syllables are likely to have a higher probability of being
sung. The estimation results for the marsh warbler should
be interpreted with care, because we used artificial syllable
sequences for 6-s-long “songs” (when we used other criteria for song length, the model selection and the subsequent estimation were quite different for the same sequences).
For male chaffinches Fringilla coelebs, the model
M(tbh) was selected with the highest probability, but
model M(h) also showed a relatively high selection statistic. In Fig. 2 this species was grouped with M(h) species.
The songs of the chaffinch consist of repeated sequences of
some syllables followed by a terminal motif, and this
species has fixed sequence of syllable types within a particular song type (Slater 1981). The specific outcome of the
model selection may result from the varying repetition of
particular song and syllable types, which may raise heterogeneity, time and behavioral effects together.
At this moment, we should be careful with interpreting
how different closed population models explain vocal
structures, because capture-recapture models have been
originally developed to deal with species lists of surveys
of animal communities. Specific patterns present in the
data may be different for songs and animal communities.
For example a special problem present in songs is the
non-independence of syllables (Bell et al. 2004). Capturerecapture methods assume that the appearances of the
units of interest across sampling occasions are independent of each other. This assumption will be violated in
cases in which syllables are associated, resulting in nonrandom sequences of syllables in the song. For example, it
may happen that one syllable type frequently follows
another leading to their non-independent appearance. In
this case, one should consider statistical ways of estimating variances of repertoire estimates caused by such
non-independence. One approach would involve use of
quasi-likelihood procedures for overdispersion to compute variance inflation factors based on model goodnessof-fit tests (see Burnham et al. 1987; Lebreton et al.
1992). Another approach would be to estimate variances
using a bootstrap approach (e.g. Nichols et al. 1998). Such
variance estimation in the face of non-independence
merits additional study. Based on our results, however, we
believe that the further development of classical closed
population models toward dealing with specific issues
associated with songs offers fruitful solutions in handling
species-specific song attributes.

Counting of syllables versus
capture-recapture approaches
In most studies of avian song repertoires, count data are
used as an estimate of repertoire size, which disregards
sources of variation in the use of syllables and assumes
that the detectability of different syllables is equal.
However, we showed that heterogeneous detection probability of syllables was present in most individuals and
species, and varied among species depending on the song
organization. Studies relying on syllable enumeration do
not detect all the syllables in a given song repertoire in a
relatively small sample, and cannot evaluate the missed
fraction of repertoire size. The probability that each syllable will be sung and detected may vary among individuals, populations and species, but also among syllables
and conditions of recording. Hence, different probabilities
of detection among syllables can generate a number of
negative biases of unknown magnitude when repertoire
size is computed via na ve counting of syllables. The
unknown missed fraction of repertoire size may give false
results in comparisons of repertoire size if the missed
fraction differs between the units of comparison, such as
individuals, populations, and species.
We compared our estimates taking differences in detection probability into account with previously reported
data on syllable repertoire size that were obtained by
heterogeneous sampling approaches and classical enumeration procedures based on much larger samples (see
data in Table 1). The estimated syllable repertoire size
based on the best models ranged from 1 to 2684
(mean€SE: 65.3€19.1). The observed syllable repertoire
size in the same sample varied from 1 to 199 (mean€SE:
29.1€2.6), whereas previously reported individual syllable repertoire size ranged from 2.35 to 390 (Table 1). In
our samples, syllable repertoire size was significantly
repeatable across individuals within species indicating
that it showed consistent variation within species and it
can be a species-specific attribute (based on simple enumeration: F17,170=155.8, P<0.01, R=0.94; using capturerecapture estimates: F17,146=66.7, P<0.01, R=0.89).
A simple enumeration of syllable types in 15 consecutive songs is likely to underestimate true syllable number
as determined by previous observations using larger
samples. Relying on the individual enumerations, we
applied t-tests to check whether the mean enumerated
repertoire size in different species significantly differed
from the previously reported mean value (Table 4). The
signs for the corresponding t-tests were negative in thirteen out of fifteen cases (c2=9.0, df=1, P<0.01) indicating
that enumerations based on 15 songs were underestimations in relation to previous syllable counts from larger
samples. Note that where t-tests were significant, they
always showed that enumerations in our small sample
were generally lower than previously reported.
However, estimates of individual syllable repertoire
size given by the model best fitted to the data tended to be
higher than results of previous reports. In nine out of
fifteen comparisons the sign of the associated t-tests were
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positive (c2=0.6, df=1, P=0.44). We also conducted
paired t-tests in which we compared previously reported
estimates with our estimates across species. This approach indicated that a simple enumeration gives smaller
values for syllable repertoire size than previous observations drawn from larger samples (t14= 3.1, P<0.01),
whereas capture-recapture procedures did not give statistically different results from earlier reports (t14=1.9,
P=0.08). Hence, capture-recapture estimations of repertoire size from small samples have the potential to make
more realistic estimations from small samples. When
capture-recapture estimates indicate larger values for
syllable repertoire size than previous reports, we can expect that by analyzing more songs, previous studies would
have had a high chance of finding new syllable types in a
larger sample. On the other hand, in species with small
repertoire size and homogenous detection probability, the
estimated syllable repertoire size does not differ from the
outcome of a simple syllable count from the same sample
(Table 4). This finding may be due to the inaccurate
sampling and the limited usefulness of capture-recapture
approaches for small repertoire. Nevertheless, if there are
very few syllable types only, an observer may have a very
high chance to find all of these in a small sample of song
independent of the method used.
In conclusion, capture-recapture approaches may be
superior to the simple enumeration of syllables, because
they can handle patterns of song structure e.g. in terms of
heterogeneity in detection probability. Therefore, capturerecapture approaches may provide better estimates than
simple enumeration for syllable repertoire size in species
with large repertoires and with heterogeneous syllable
detection probability even from small samples. In species
with small repertoire size and homogenous syllable use,
counting syllables may be satisfactory, but only when
combined with unambiguous sampling.
Selection forces favoring the evolution of song repertoires may also affect other song traits and vice versa. This
is because an increase in individual repertoire size may
also lead to a change in song organization resulting in a
link between what and how birds sing. For example, larger
repertoires can be arranged in longer songs or in songs
with higher versatility (e.g. Eens 1997). The arrangement
of syllables within songs will thus be altered and so influence their average detection probability. As a result, the
evolution of syllable repertoire size (i.e. song complexity)
and syllable detection probability (i.e. song organization)
may be expected to occur in concert. Considering the
listeners’ perspective in vocally virtuoso species, it may be
difficult for females to assess the entire repertoire size of
the singers based on small samples. Therefore, it is plausible that listeners to complex songs do not count repertoire size, but assess syllable detection probability from
small samples, in a similar way to capture-recapture approaches. Little is known about how repertoires function
biologically during the perception of song. Researchers
use repertoire size as a measure of song complexity, but
maybe listeners adjust their response to songs by using
other cues, such as syllable detection probability, that

correlates with syllable repertoire size. Capture-recapture
approaches are able to deal with both quantities.
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